
9781324074335
W. W. Norton & Company
W. W. Norton
Pub Date: 10/3/23
$30.00 USD
288 pages • Hardcover

Michael Lewis

From the #1 best-selling author of The Big Short
and Flash Boys, the story of FTX’s spectacular
collapse and the enigmatic founder at its center.

When Michael Lewis first met him, Sam Bankman-Fried
was the world’s youngest billionaire and crypto’s Gatsby.
CEOs, celebrities, and leaders of small countries all vied for
his time and cash after he catapulted, practically overnight,
onto the Forbes billionaire list. Who was this rumpled guy
in car...

Going Infinite: The Rise and Fall of a New Tycoon

9781324001805
W. W. Norton & Company
W. W. Norton
Pub Date: 9/26/23
$39.95 USD
848 pages • Hardcover

Homer, Emily Wilson

The greatest literary landmark of antiquity
masterfully rendered by the most celebrated
translator of our time.

When Emily Wilson’s translation of The Odyssey appeared
in 2017—revealing the ancient poem in a contemporary
idiom that was “fresh, unpretentious and lean” (Madeline
Miller, Washington Post)—critics lauded it as “a revelation”
(Susan Chira, New York Times) and “a cultural landmark”
(Charlotte Higgin...

The Iliad

9781324005896
W. W. Norton & Company
W. W. Norton
Pub Date: 9/12/23
$30.00 USD
384 pages • Hardcover

Ben Goldfarb

An eye-opening account of the global ecological
transformations wrought by roads, from the
award-winning author of Eager.

Some 40 million miles of roadways encircle the earth, yet
we tend to regard them only as infrastructure for human
convenience. While roads are so ubiquitous they’re
practically invisible to us, wild animals experience them as
entirely alien forces of death and disruption. In Crossings,
environmental...

Crossings: How Road Ecology Is Shaping the
Future of Our Planet

9781324020325
W. W. Norton & Company
W. W. Norton
Pub Date: 11/7/23
$29.99 USD
320 pages • Hardcover

John King

A two-time Pulitzer finalist explores the story of
American urban design through San Francisco’s
iconic Ferry Building.

Conceived in the Gilded Age, the Ferry Building opened in
1898 as San Francisco’s portal to the world—the terminus
of the transcontinental railway and a showcase of civic
ambition. In silent films and World’s Fair postcards, nothing
said “San Francisco” more than its soaring clocktower.

But as acclai...

Portal: San Francisco's Ferry Building and the
Reinvention of American Cities

9780393241051
W. W. Norton & Company
W. W. Norton
Pub Date: 12/5/23
$40.00 USD
576 pages • Hardcover

Judith Tick

A landmark biography that reclaims Ella Fitzgerald
as a major American artist and modernist
innovator.

Ella Fitzgerald (1917–1996) possessed one of the
twentieth century’s most astonishing voices. In this first
major biography since Fitzgerald’s death, historian Judith
Tick offers a sublime portrait of this ambitious risk-taker
whose exceptional musical spontaneity made her a
transformational artist....

Becoming Ella Fitzgerald: The Jazz Singer Who
Transformed American Song

9781631496127
Liveright
W. W. Norton
Pub Date: 8/29/23
$45.00 USD
640 pages • Hardcover

Jill Lepore

"Jill Lepore is unquestionably one of America’s best
historians; it’s fair to say she’s one of its best
writers too." —Jonathan Russell Clark, Los Angeles
Times
TIME • 10 Best Books of August 2023

A book to be read and kept for posterity, The
Deadline is the art of the essay at its best.

Few, if any, historians have brought such insight, wisdom,
and empathy to public discourse as Jill Lepore. Arriving at
The New Yorker in 2005, Lepore, with her panoptical
range and razor-sharp style, brought a transporting

The Deadline: Essays

9780871404220
Liveright
W. W. Norton
Pub Date: 10/24/23
$39.99 USD
512 pages • Hardcover

Mary Beard

A sweeping account of the social and political world
of the Roman emperors by “the world’s most
famous classicist” (Guardian).

In her international bestseller SPQR, Mary Beard told the
thousand-year story of ancient Rome, from its slightly
shabby Iron Age origins to its reign as the undisputed
hegemon of the Mediterranean. Now, drawing on more
than thirty years of teaching and writing about Roman
history, Beard turns to the...

Emperor of Rome: Ruling the Ancient Roman
World

9781631497513
Liveright
W. W. Norton
Pub Date: 10/10/23
$35.00 USD
528 pages • Hardcover

Joanna Robinson, Dave Gonzales, Gavin Edwards

“I watched all the movies. I devoured all the
articles. I listened to all the pods. I thought I knew
everything there was to know about the MCU . . .
and then I read this magnificent book. For fans, by
fans; hilarious, gripping, and emotional; no infinity
stone is left unturned. I loved it three tho...

Marvel Entertainment was a moribund toymaker not even
twenty years ago. Today, Marvel Studios is the dominant
player both in Hollywood and in global pop culture. How
did an upstart studio conquer the world? In MCU, beloved
culture writers Joanna Robinson, Dave Gonzales, and
Gavin Edwards draw on mor...

MCU: The Reign of Marvel Studios
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